NBC SPORTS SELECTS ITS NETWORKING SERVICES PROVIDER FOR ITS
PRODUCTION OF 2022 OLYMPIC & PARALYMPIC WINTER GAMES
STAMFORD, CONN. – Feb. 16, 2022 – NBC Sports has selected AT&T to provide networking
services for its production of the XXIV Olympic Winter Games, from Beijing, China, February 2–
20. The announcement was made today by Chris Connolly, VP of Transmission Engineering and
Operations, NBC Olympics, and Jerry Gerami, Vice President, AT&T Wholesale Solutions.
NBCUniversal provides coverage of the 2022 Olympic Winter Games from Feb. 2-20, featuring a
Winter Olympics-record 2,800+ hours of coverage across NBC, Peacock, USA Network, CNBC,
NBCOlympics.com and the NBC Sports app. The Opening Ceremony was presented on Friday,
Feb. 4, live in the morning and again in primetime on NBC and Peacock. Similar to recent Winter
Games, NBC’s primetime Olympic coverage began the night before the Opening Ceremony on
Thursday, Feb. 3. Coverage began on Wednesday, Feb. 2, on USA Network and Peacock.
NBCUniversal is presenting its 18th Olympic Games, 12th consecutive overall, and sixth straight
Winter Games, all the most by any U.S. media company.
NBC Sports utilizes AT&T Global Video Services to deliver HD coverage of the 2022 Olympic and
Paralympic Winter Games, and the ultra-reliable and dedicated communications services helps
NBC Sports route the excitement in Beijing back to viewers watching coverage of the Games in
the United States.
“As a long-time partner of NBC Sports, AT&T GVS continues to bring the expertise, reliability
and dependency needed to execute the production of an event of this scale,” said
Connolly. “AT&T continues to deliver best-in-class service, allowing NBC Sports to bring all of
the exciting action of the Winter Olympics to our viewers.”
“We’re committed to providing our flexible network platforms to help NBC Sports bring viewers
together to enjoy all the excitement of the event,” said Gerami.
ABOUT NBC SPORTS
NBC Sports connects people to the moments that matter most and serves sports fans 24/7 with premier live
events, insightful studio shows, and compelling original programming. The sports media company presents
premier content across linear platforms NBC, USA Network, Golf Channel, and Olympic Channel: Home of Team
USA, as well numerous digital sites, including Peacock. It also consists of NBC Sports Next, a subdivision of NBC

Sports and home to all NBCUniversal digital applications in sports and technology within its three groups: Youth &
Recreational Sports, Golf, and Betting & Gaming. NBC Sports possesses an unparalleled collection of media rights
agreements, partnering with some of the most prestigious sports properties in the world: the International
Olympic Committee and United States Olympic and Paralympic Committee, the NFL, NASCAR, INDYCAR, PGA
TOUR, The R&A, PGA of America, USGA, Churchill Downs, Premier League, Tour de France, Roland-Garros, and
many more.
About AT&T Communications
We help family, friends and neighbors connect in meaningful ways every day. From the first phone call 140+ years
ago to mobile streaming, we @ATT innovate to improve lives. AT&T Communications is part of AT&T Inc. (NYSE: T).
For more information, please visit us at att.com.
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